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MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO
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I hope you enjoy the November 2022 Pulse
Newsletter.

This month, I want to spend some time
sharing with you the reasons why we feel you
should consider a career at Gove County
Medical Center. It’s no secret that following
COVID-19 there has been a shortage of
workers in all fields. Although GCMC has
hired many great employees in the last
couple of years, we still have positions to fill
and are always actively recruiting.
As a community hospital, we rely largely on
our local workforce to fill our vacancies. I
have been the CEO at GCMC for just 14
months, but in that time, I have witnessed a
culture of excellence and a passion for
improvement in the employees who work
here. I could spend time highlighting our
excellent benefits package and competitive
pay, but our employees are the true reason
we consider ourselves to be a great place to
work.
Benefits and pay are an obvious necessity;
however, it’s the people we work with day-in
and day-out that make work enjoyable. At
GCMC we are serious about healthcare, but
we like to create a fun environment to work
in. We pride ourselves in creating a culture
of trust and compassion for our staff, our
patients and our residents.
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So, when you are considering a new job,
remember that happiness is not defined as a
paycheck. Rather, it is doing something you
love with people you enjoy and the
relationships we develop with them. I hope
that you will consider a career with GCMC
as we strive to be there for our friends and
our families in the communities we serve.

Conner Fiscarelli, CEO
Gove County Medical Center
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OUR PROVIDERS

Michael E. Machen, M.D.

Douglas J. Gruenbacher, M.D.

Shelly L. Gruenbacher, M.D.

Anna Rempel, M.D.

Scott Rempel, M.D.

Glenda Wheeler, APRN-BC

SPECIALTY PROVIDERS

General Surgery
Dr. Schultz, MD

Cardiology
Dr. Hagley, MD

Orthopedics
Dr. Harbin, MD

2 MEDICAL CENTER
GOVE COUNTY

Podiatry
Dr. Hinze,

Diabetic/Dietitian/
Nutrition
Janette Burbach,
MS RD CDE

Cardiology
Dr. Wagle, MD

Anesthesiology
Shelby Mollenkamp,
DNAP, CRNA
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GCMC BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Quote of the Month
“Keep your face always toward the
sunshine - and shadows will fall
behind you.”
Walt Whitman
SEPTEMBER STATS
Acute Care
Inpatients: 23
Outpatients: 1036
Swing bed: 10
Newborns: 5

Dave Polifka
Chairperson

Terry Ostmeyer
Vice-Chairperson

Dietary (Meals)
Inpatient: 576
LTC: 2,872
ILA: 300
Employees: 899

LTC Residents: 32
ILA Apartment Tenants: 7
Laundry Washed: 10,459

MISSION STATEMENT
Gove County Medical Center is
committed to providing
exceptional healthcare services
delivered in a spirit of
compassionate care.

Cheryl Remington
Treasurer

Deb Aton
Secretary

GCMC’s Board of
Trustees is a leadership
team that is comprised
of a diverse group of
individuals passionate
about providing access
to healthcare regardless
of the challenges that
come with rural
hospitals.

VISION STATEMENT
Gove County Medical Center
will be a prominent
healthcare provider
in Northwest Kansas
offering services which
encompass the complete life cycle
of our patients, residents
and their loved ones.
THE 4 AGREEMENTS
~ Be impeccable with your words.
~ Don’t take anything personally.
~ Don’t make assumptions.
~ Always do your best.
CORE VALUES
Respect
Compassion
Quality Healthcare
Innovation
Accountability
Community

Greg Beougher
Member
GOVE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
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Recognizing Efforts

ational Healthcare Quality Week is observed on the
third week of October each year. and this year it will
be held from October 16 to 22. It celebrates
healthcare quality professionals for their unique
sacrifices towards ensuring quality service delivery and to
appreciate the improvements recorded in healthcare facilities
over the years due to their efforts. It is also a week to spread
awareness of the importance of quality healthcare services
and make policies that will facilitate and guarantee the safety
of both patients and healthcare professionals. By estimates,
over 45% of deaths at healthcare facilities are due to a lack of
quality service delivery which is a fact that makes healthcare
quality delivery urgent.
The National Association of Healthcare Quality (N.A.H.Q.),
founded in 1976, is responsible for the start of National
Healthcare Quality Week. Frank Demuth, the institute’s first
executive director, was the one who came up with the idea of
forming a professional organization for healthcare personnel.
This was in response to the 1972 Bennet Amendment to the
Social Security Act, which compelled healthcare groups to
account for federal expenditures. Demuth also saw
organizations and professionals working together to ensure
the greatest possible medical care at all times. Within a few
years, N.A.H.Q. had spawned a slew of subsidiary
organizations to carry out its mission.
The National Healthcare Quality Week was established by the
National Association of Healthcare Quality in 1985, among
other things, to recognize and celebrate the contribution of
healthcare quality experts in their various organizations.
Every year, N.A.H.Q. holds a week-long celebration in
collaboration with groups dedicated to improving healthcare
quality. In the United States, healthcare quality is a top
priority, due to the country’s high healthcare spending. As a
result, experts are required to investigate and address these
issues. N.A.H.Q. awarded certain persons Certified
Professionals in Excellent Assurance (C.P.Q.A.) certificates
in 1983, and in 1989, it founded the Healthcare Quality
Education Foundation to further its understanding of quality
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healthcare delivery.
Healthcare quality professionals work to ensure patients
receive the best quality healthcare possible and that they are
treated with the best equipment available, as well as managed
properly to prevent them from frequently coming back to the
hospital for the same problem. Because of the critical role that
healthcare quality experts play, their relevance has been
emphasized every third week in October for more than three
decades.
At GCMC, National Quality Healthcare Quality Week was
celebrated by Quality Director Ericka Nicholson serving
supper to staff members and breakfast on another day. Thank
you to all the employees who provide quality healthcare to
our patients and residents.

Source www.nationaltoday.com
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Mark Your Calendar

GOVE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
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ost of us know someone who has
been impacted by Alzheimer’s
disease, whether it’s touched our
own family or a friend’s loved ones.
Nationally, the month of November is
known as Alzheimer’s Disease
Awareness Month. Recognizing the
need for heightened awareness of this
disease, President Ronald Reagan
made this designation in 1983.
According to the
Alzheimer’s Association, there were
less than two million Americans with
Alzheimer’s disease at that time. That
number has increased to nearly six
million nationally. According to the
World Health Organization (WHO),
roughly 50 million people worldwide
live with Alzheimer's disease and
other types of dementia.
Whether it’s during November or any
other time of the year, understanding
Alzheimer’s disease can improve the
quality of life for those with
previously undiagnosed Alzheimer’s.
And that’s what National Alzheimer’s
Disease Awareness Month is all
about.
Alzheimer’s disease is a type
of dementia, which is a term that
describes memory loss symptoms and
cognitive decline significant enough
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to interfere with daily life.
Alzheimer’s dementia, the
most common type of
dementia, accounts for 60 to
80 percent of all cases.

Unfortunately, there are no drugs or
treatments that can cure Alzheimer’s
disease.

Although everyone experiences a
change in brain function as they age,
what occurs with Alzheimer’s disease
is not a normal part of aging.
Alzheimer’s is a progressive
neurodegenerative disease, which
means it gets worse over time, and
the person affected eventually loses
the ability to accomplish daily tasks.
Memory loss, such as frequently
forgetting names, words, or new
information, is typically one of the
first warning signs of Alzheimer’s
disease. Although unwanted and
frustrating, occasional memory lapses
and instances of mild forgetfulness do
not mean that a person has
Alzheimer’s. One clear distinction for
any dementia diagnosis, including
Alzheimer’s, is that memory
struggles and other symptoms need to
be significant enough to impair
someone’s ability to accomplish
everyday tasks independently.
If someone has memory or cognitive
struggles, but these struggles do not
clearly impact daily independent

living and the tasks above, they may
first be diagnosed with mild cognitive
impairment (MCI). Generally, mild
cognitive impairment (MCI) is the
phase between the cognitive decline of
normal aging and the more notable

decline of dementia. It may also
increase the risk of developing
Alzheimer’s disease.
Although older adults aged 65 and
over are more likely to develop
Alzheimer’s disease, a very small
percentage of people develop earlyonset Alzheimer's disease at a much
younger age. Unfortunately, there are
no drugs or treatments that can cure
Alzheimer’s disease.
Source seniorliving.org
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Quality Corner
You Can’t Fake Quality
October Quality Shout Out !
The week of October 16th was national Quality in Healthcare
Week.
Healthcare Quality Week (HQW) is a dedicated time to
acknowledge the progress made by healthcare and quality
professionals toward improving patient outcomes and to
prepare ourselves for the many challenges and opportunities
that lie ahead.
Every single department at GCMC captures quality measures to
ensure we are providing the absolutely highest quality of care
available. These measures are reported in our monthly Quality
Assurance / Performance Improvement meetings, then on to our
Board of Trustees and ultimately submitted into CMS and
commercial insurance portals.
GCMC is a facility that strives not only to capture and report
the data, but also to put needed practices in place that will result
in continued performance improvement and patient outcomes.
Our efforts are rewarded when we receive comments back from
our patients who say: “I wouldn’t go anywhere else for my
care.”

GOVE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
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Long Term Care Corner

onna Davis was born on January 23, 1960, and was raised in
Resident of the
Quinter, Kansas. Her parents, John and Mary Ann Davis, raised
five girls in Quinter. Donna’s nickname growing up was, and still Donna Davis
is today, DJ which stands for Donna Jo. She lived with her parents
until they entered the Long Term Care and then she continued to reside in the home.

Month

Donna was a dishwasher at the Q-Inn Restaurant and cleaned the Dairy Queen for years. She also volunteered at
the Quinter senior center. “They loved my help,” she said.
Donna moved to the LTC on March 31, 2022. She is the middle child out of 5 girls, two older and two younger.
She has many nieces and nephews and loves every single one of them.

“The fun began
after the girls
moved out.”

Donna had a great childhood, and one of her fondest
memories was climbing all the trees in the front yard and
taking her dog Kaki down the slipper slide. She said Kaki
did not enjoy it, but Donna thought it was fun. She had
many pets growing up, as she liked to bring home all the
stray animals. She still has one cat named Tator Tot who is
very special to her. Out of all her pets, she said she loves
Tator Tot the most.
Donna went on to say, “Growing up was good, but the fun
began after all the girls moved out.” Once her sisters were
gone, she went on several bus trips with her parents,
where they visited Florida, Nashville, and the
East Coast. She thoroughly enjoyed her trips
with her parents and will never forget all the
memories they made together.
Donna is an avid Royals fan! She enjoys
watching every game and cheering for
them even when they make mistakes.
Donna enjoys crafting. She has been
painting rocks to hide in the Long
Term Care for staff and residents
to find. She also collects gnomes
and paints gnome pictures.
Donna would like everyone to
know that if you have gnomes
you want to get rid of, she
would gladly take them for her
collection! She is especially
looking for baby gnomes at this
time.
Donna loves life and is
enjoying her time at the Long
Term Care. “It is a fun place to
be,” she said.
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Spotlight Specialty Clinic
Surgical Excellence With Convenient Care

Charles Schultz, M.D.

Surgical Services Offered at GCMC
ENDOSCOPES
HERNIA REPAIRS
LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY
MINOR SKIN SURGERY
PORT PLACEMENT/REMOVAL
BREAST CARE
VASECTOMIES

Southwind Surgical

GALLBLADDER REMOVAL

785-623-5945
www.haysmed.com

Accepting New Patients
GOVE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Meet our newest team members and welcome them to Gove County Medical Center

SERVICES AT GCMC
Hannah Hulse



Position: LTC RA/CNA



Start Date: 10-1-22

Hannah formerly worked at Trego County
Hospital for the last eight years in
housekeeping. She is a certified CNA and
CMA. She came to GCMC for a change of
environment and wanted to work with
residents again.









Genoa Lemaster



Position: Dietary Aide



Start Date: 10-5-22



Genoa formerly worked at GCMC in
Dietary for over two years. She has been
working at Dollar General since she left.
She plans to stay at Dollar General
working one day a week. She came back
to GCMC because she really like it here.











Greg Simon



Position: Laundry Aide



Start Date: 10-11-22
Greg was formerly a substitute teacher in
Midland Texas and moved to Quinter
because his brother lives here. He came to
Gove County Medical Center because he
felt that the schedule that was offered
worked better for him.
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Bone Density
Cancer Therapy
(Cancer
Rehabilitation)
Cardiac Rehabilitation
Cardiology
Complete Decongestive
Therapy (CDT)
CT Scan
Diabetic & Nutrition
Direct Access Testing
Dry Needling
Laboratory
Lymphedema Therapy
Mammograms
MRI
Obstetrics
Occupational Therapy
Orthopedics
Pain Management
Physical Therapy
Plastic Surgery
Podiatry
Radiology
Respiratory Care
Sleep Study
Sonography
Speech Therapy
Surgery
Swing Bed
Telemedicine
Therapy Pool (Aquatic
Therapy)
Ultrasound
Women's Health
Wound Care
X-Ray
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HUMAN RESOURCES Continued
Alex Campbell
Position: LTC CNA
Start Date: 10-11-22
Alex recently received her CNA
certification and did her clinicals in the
GCMC LTC. Formerly, Alex worked in
hotel management. She currently lives in
Hoxie and said she came to GCMC
because of her clinicals and the residents.

Viola Babcock
Position: Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
Start Date: 10-18-22
Viola has been semi-retired since 2018
working only interim positions. She has
been living in Sitka, Alaska recently. She
came out of retirement because she loves
to work and came to GCMC because she is
excited about GCMC’s vision.

Dayton Guisinger
Position: Dietary Aide
Start Date: 10-26-22
Dayton formerly worked at the Pit Stop in
Quinter for the last year. He came to
Gove County Medical Center because he
said it was financially a better move for
him and he likes the benefits. He said he
wanted to do what was best for him.

Alana Fuller
Position: MLT
Start Date: 10-25-22
Alana formerly worked at GCMC and left
to go to school and obtain her Medical Lab
Technician degree. For the past two years,
she has worked at Logan County Hospital.
She came back to GCMC because it’s
closer and she really liked GCMC.

GOVE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
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HUMAN RESOURCES
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
NEW COMPETITIVE WAGES!
LONG TERM CARE
CNA - FT Evenings & Nights $3,500 SIGN-ON BONUS
RN/LPH Evenings & Nights
HOUSEKEEPING
Housekeeper - FT Days, SIGN-ON BONUS $3,500
ACUTE CARE
RN- FT Nights SIGN-ON BONUS $10,000!
Acute Charge Nurse - Nights SIGN-ON BONUS
$10,000!
CNA - FT Days & Nights SIGN-ON BONUS $3,500!

DIETARY
Dietary Aide - FT, PT, PRN SIGN-ON BONUS
$5,000!
Cook - FT, PT, PRN SIGN-ON BONUS $6,000!
RADIOLOGY
Food Service Supervisor - FT
Ultrasound/Radiology Tech - FT
LAB
MT or MLT Days & Nights - FT
Lab Manager - FT
RESPIRATORY THERAPY
Respiratory Therapist– Sleep Tech - FT
ADMINISTRATION
CEO Assistant - FT
BUSINESS OFFICE
Accounts Payable Clerk - FT
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IT’S A BOY!
Congratulation to our employee
Emma Eilert and her husband Matt
on the birth of their son Ralph
Hudson Eilert. Born 10-14-22 2lbs
9oz and 15 inches long.

November Anniversaries

November Birthdays
Cassie Wertz
11-1
Joyce Rohr

11-1

Jill Gallentine

11-2

Alex Hargitt

11-5

Star Hooper

11-9

Dayna Beachel

11-11

Lindsay Wolf

11-13

Justin Atwell

11-17

Harlee Haller

11-20

Jadelyn Betz

Christie Salyers

11-22

Shawna Koehn

Ruth Blackwill

11-25

Genoa Lemaster

11-27

10 YEARS

Steve Smith
4 YEARS
Ellie Anderson
Shelby Schamberger
1 YEAR

IN SYMPATHY
We would like to offer our deepest
sympathy to Kara Krider on the loss
of her father Julius “Curly” John
Bieker. We pray God gives you
comfort during this difficult time.
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DEPARTMENTAL RECOGNITIONS
During the month of November we want to recognize the employees from the Gove County Medical
Center Operating Room and Radiology Departments. Thank you to each employee from these
departments for your dedication and service to our patients and residents at GCMC. You are truly
appreciated and we recognize you.

Operating Room left to right: Collette Spencer, Brandon
Weber, Brandi Baker, Renee Wagoner. Not pictured
Carrie Ringer

Radiology left to right front: Amber Yingling, Jamie Ruf.
Back row left to right: Desiree Neff, Lindsay Wolf,
Nichole Pfannenstiel, Melanie Windholz. Not pictured
Megan Brull.

GOVE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
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November 2022
Sun

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
1

2

CNO Mgmt
Team Mtg
1pm

Diabetic
Clinic

3

4

7

8

9

Charge Nurse
mtg 3pm

20

10

11

12

18

19

25

26

Surgical
Clinic
Dr. Schultz

Admin Mtg
11am

13

5

Orthopedic
Clinic
Dr. Harbin

Mammograms

6

Sat

14

15

16

17

Diabetic
Clinic

QEC Day
8am

Orientation
8am

Orientation
8am

Body
Mechanics
11:15am

Podiatry
Clinic
Dr. Hinze

23

24

21

22

Cardiology
Clinic
Dr. Wagle

Admin Mtg CPR 8am
11am

Happy
Thanksgiving

BOT Mtg
8am
27

28

29

30

DM Mtg
1pm
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